Recently Segrè et al. [1] measured the basic Newtonian viscosity h͑f͒ as a function of the volume fraction f of a suspension of neutral PMMA spheres in a cis-decalin solvent with viscosity h 0 over the entire fluid range. They obtain values for the relative viscosity h r ͑f͒ h͑f͒͞h 0 which differ very significantly (up to 100%) from those found in the literature [2, 3] .
Here we argue that this is due to their procedure to determine f, which is at variance with established results from experiment [4] , molecular dynamics computer simulations [5] , and theory [6] .
Segrè et al. determine the f for all their measurements by normalizing all of them to one f f F , at which they observe their suspension freeze, setting ad hoc f F 0.494, the theoretical value for freezing of a pure hard sphere fluid. Leaving aside the question of the identity of a monodisperse hard-sphere colloidal suspension and a pure hard-sphere fluid and whether the PMMA particles used by Segrè et al. are really hard spheres [7] , their suspensions exhibit a polydispersity p ഠ 0.05, i.e., 5%. Experiments [4] , molecular dynamics computer simulations [5] , and density functional theory calculations [6] all show that the f F for colloidal suspensions is a sensitive function f F ͑p͒ of p, with f F ͑0͒ 0.494 at best a lower bound at freezing. In fact, f F ͑0.05͒ is significantly larger (5%-10%) than f F ͑0͒ [5, 6] and for p $ 0.08 there is no freezing at all, at least up to f 0.60 [4] [5] [6] .
All this strongly suggests that Segrè et al. ' s results for h r ͑f͒ must be reinterpreted using a value of f F which is about 5%-10% larger than f F ͑0͒ 0.494. In Fig. 1 we have done so using f F ͑0.05͒ 0.53. Then their h r ͑f͒ values agree very well with those of Van der Werff et al. [2] obtained for three different suspensions of silica spheres in cyclohexane, which can be considered benchmark measurements, since seven different experimental techniques were used to obtain f [8] . They also agree then very well with the measurements on silica suspensions by Jones, Leary, and Boger [3] , as well as with the h r ͑f͒ calculated theoretically for hard sphere colloids [9] .
Obviously, independent experimental determinations of f for the PMMA suspensions are needed before one can be confident that Segrè et al. ' 
